



At the age of 91, when most of us will either be pushing up the daisies or nervously 
asking nurse for a second helping of jelly, Bernard Smith, Emeritus Professor of Art 
History at Melbourne University, has just written, by my count, his 25th book. 
 
Entitled The Formalesque: A Guide to Modern Art and Its History, it’s nothing less 
than an attempt to rewrite the last 120 years of art history, which is the period we have 
come to know as “modernism”. 
 
Smith’s argument is – or, at least, starts out as – an argument about terminology. Why 
is it, he asks, that we continue to use the word “modernism” to apply to art made in 
the late 19th century, when it’s no longer up-to-date, the latest produced, in a word, 
modern? 
 
Although we like to think that the term indicates some quality in the art, it no longer 
does so. It’s merely historical, a period style. 
 
And the same problem arises with the two terms art historians use to speak of the art 
that comes after “modernism”: “post-modern” and “contemporary”.  
 
What are we to do when the specific kind of art to which they refer is no longer being 
made? Are we to speak of some hypothetical post-post-modernism? Will our 
contemporary art still be seen as contemporary by those in the future? 
 
To replace “modernism” and all that follows from it, Smith proposes the term 
“formalesque”. 
 
The period from about 1870 on in art, suggests Smith – and here he echoes a long line 
of art-historical argument – was characterised by an increased emphasis on purely 
formal values in art, that is, not on the content or subject matter of the work but on the 
material form or expression it took. 
 
Not just in abstraction but also in realism, painters and sculptors turned away from the 
external world and concentrated on the issues and techniques of art itself: line, colour, 
composition. And even when artists did turn to nature, it was seen only in artistic 
terms, as though it had no wider meaning. 
 
The reasons Smith gives for this new emphasis are several: the impact of the 
decorative arts, which take us away from any naturalism and move us towards 
patterning and formal ordering; of photography, which liberates artists from the duty 
of recording the world around them; and of colonialism, which leads to an 
appreciation of “primitive” art. 
 
Smith divides the “formalesque” up into three distinct periods: an early avant-garde 
phase that ran from 1890 until 1917, when a few great artists (Cézanne, Gaughin, Van 
Gogh) pioneered the style; a high global phase that ran from 1918 until 1945, when 
the style moved from its European origins to such countries as America, Japan and 
Australia; and a later mature phase that ran from 1945 for 25 years until the style 
became self-conscious and its artistic possibilities dried up, associated with the New 
York School and painters such as Jackson Pollock. 
 
The formalesque ends for Smith some time in the 1970s with the turn towards 
meaning and social content in art. This new period, for which we do not yet have a 
name, can be seen in such things as Minimal Art’s refusal to compose or structure its 
works and the rise of a variety of new realisms, as seen in Francis Bacon and Pop Art. 
And it corresponds as well with the growing influence of such academic disciplines as 
Marxism, anthropology and linguistics upon art history, which leads it to emphasise 
the work’s content rather than its style.  
 
Smith is ambivalent about this end of the formalesque. At times, he can proudly claim 
to have played a part in it, with his well-known ‘Antipodean Manifesto’ of 1959 
putting forward a defence of figuration against what he felt was the threat of 
abstraction. At other moments, this end is explained as a result of “art theory”, 
associated with those methodologies listed above, which Smith has for a long time 
been stridently critical of. 
 
So what in the end to do with this strange category of the “formalesque”? Why this 
attempt to rebadge what has entered thousands of textbooks and curricula as 
“modernism”? 
 
Smith has always been something of a natural scientist, or at least interested in the 
natural sciences as a model for thinking about art. A large part of the activity of art 
history for him is simply the correct identification and labelling of objects, the putting 
of things into their appropriate categories. And for Smith the category of modernism, 
with its confusion of the historical and the evaluative, is no longer sustainable. The 
term runs together the art-historical (a particular period of art) and the art-critical (a 
quality found in that art), when these two activities (the one objective, the other 
subjective) should always be kept apart. 
 
The formalesque with the emphasis it gives to “primitive” art as an inspiration for 
European art is also a way of thinking the indebtedness of central cultures to those on 
the margins – one of Smith’s most consistent arguments, running all the way from his 
first book, Place, Taste and Tradition, published in 1945, up to his previous book, 
Modernism’s History, published in 1998. 
 
But the “formalesque”, finally, is Smith’s own attempt to leave something behind in 
art history in the only way he argues it is possible: by introducing a new term, 
providing a new classification, dividing things up in a new way.  
 
One can only admire in the end a fire that burns so brightly that, after all he has done 
to reshape the art and culture of this country, Bernard Smith has set out at the age of 
90 to write nothing less than a new global art history. We find in The Formalesque 
such things as an account of the encounter between North Africa and modernism and 
the influence of Middle Eastern rugs on the great Austrian art historian Alois Riegl – 
subjects about which Smith has never written before and which have taken him far 
from his usual habits of thought. 
 
On the other hand, exactly because of the physical stamina required to write a long 
book, what we have here is only a sketch of the rich histories already dealing with the 
encounters between non-Western and European art that occurred throughout the 20th 
century. 
 
More troublingly, not only is the “formalesque” doomed to failure as the word to 
replace modernism, but it fails to solve many of the problems that modernism raises. 
First of all, it is odd that Smith, a great social art historian, would even want to see the 
period in terms that emphasise the form of the work at the expense of its meaning. As 
the art historian Leo Steinberg argues, there is simply so much that is left out by 
thinking of Picasso’s Desmoiselles D’Avignon exclusively in terms of its style without 
considering, for example, its sexual politics. Equally, the same demarcation disputes 
seen in modernism return to plague the “formalesque”. If Smith has to admit that 
Picasso’s later Guernica is an instance of both the formalesque and Surrealism, what 
really has been achieved by labelling it differently? 
 
I’ll still put my money on the old-fashioned term modernism, which works precisely 
because it does produce a tension between the past and the present, what actually 
happened back then and the way we see it now, the historical and the evaluative. 
 
Who can say whether The Formalesque is indeed the final flourish in the 
extraordinary, seven decade career of Bernard Smith? The book is perhaps a failure, 
but it is a brilliant, heroic failure, ironically part of the endless dispute around 
modernism it was written to put an end to. 
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